Think Smart. Think Connected.

Hosted Telephony - the next step in
business communications
Hosted telephony is a robust and flexible alternative to a traditional phone
system; bringing significant cost savings, increased productivity and greater
freedom to your business.
Whereas a traditional phone system sits in your office, a hosted phone
system is delivered to you as a monthly subscription service via a broadband
line. As a pay-per-user service, set-up costs are minimal and it is fully
customisable and scalable to meet your changing needs.
Being hosted in the cloud gives you the freedom to communicate through a
variety of devices whether you are in the office, working from home or on the
road and all at lower cost. It provides future-proof, feature-rich, high quality
communications for your business.

How does hosted telephony benefit your business?
Flexibility
•

Work from anywhere using a range of devices

•

Suitable for SMEs and large companies alike

•

Quickly add or remove users to suit your changing needs

•

Easily customise the extensive range of call features

•

Relocate with no interruption of service, regardless of
whether your move is local, national or international

Cost savings
•

Save on set-up costs as there is no capital outlay

•

Budget easily with predictable monthly outgoings which
are inclusive of all support costs

•

Make significant savings on traditional phone-line rental by moving to broadband

•

Enjoy lower call charges and free calls between users irrespective of location

•

Be future-proof with new versions added automatically and no expensive system upgrades

Control
•

Keep your existing published phone numbers or choose new ones

•

Manage your organisation’s communications and tailor user features across multiple sites,
even if they are in different countries, from a single user log-in

•

Have peace of mind that if disaster strikes, business continuity is guaranteed as you
can operate from anywhere
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Frequently asked questions
Is it secure?
Yes. All the systems are hosted in secure data
centres using industry leading technologies.

Will call quality be guaranteed?
Yes. Call quality can be guaranteed when your
system is set up correctly. Having the correct and
appropriate infrastructure in place is important in
guaranteeing the quality of your hosted system. If
your current system is deficient, we will advise
you on what is required to provide the call quality
that your business expects.

Will my broadband line be good enough to have a hosted system?
In some cases yes, in others no. This depends entirely on the performance of your current
broadband line. There are a range of factors that need to be taken into consideration. These include
your upload speed, connection provider, QOS (Quality of Service), current usage and finally your
anticipated usage and numbers of potential users.

Which Hosted Telephony System is right for me?
There are a range of systems available that can be tailored to best meet your needs. Let us guide
you through the technology and terminology, putting a solution together that meets your current
business needs and prepares you for the challenges of the future.

What do our customers think of hosted telephony?
‘The system has had a huge positive impact on customers and staff. Our customers are so
impressed with the slick call handling features, such as the use of their personal name when we
answer. Staff are happier because using the latest technology has made their jobs easier and they
feel we have invested in them.’ Sara, Horizon Digital Sound & Vision

Call or email us now to discover how your business can benefit from
hosted telephony
Communications Solutions UK Ltd
5 Woodside Business Park
Whitley Wood Lane
Reading, Berkshire RG2 8LW
Tel: 0118 920 9420
Email: sales@com-solutions.co.uk
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